What’s In It For You ‐ Gate 5’s innovative process will profitably
make renewable energy out of sewage, food wastes, and animal
manure.
G5 manufactures sludge treatment systems, which it sells or charges
fees for processing biosolids/manure, selling renewable electricity to
its customers under long‐term contracts.
Sewage sludge “feedstock” coming to the G5ES is between 75% and
98% water. The water is removed from the sludge in the dryer and
the becomes distilled water after it leaves the dryer; each tom of
sludge processed in the G5ES will yield more than 200 gallons of
water.
G5 provides environmental, political, and economic advantages to
customer operations.
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Present methods of managing sewage sludge
endangers public health and the environment
because it carries carries viruses and
pathogens and hazardous organic and
inorganic compounds.
Burning fossil fuels, including natural gas,
discharges green house gasses that
contribute to climate change and degrade the
air we breathe.
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Gate 5 view’s this waste material as an untapped
energy source
Only 20% of the calorific value of food is used by
people and animals.
In the US alone almost 900,000 tons of sludge and
manure are generated each day
Less than a tenth of one‐tenth percent (0.1%) is being
converted into energy
Gate 5 views this “waste” as a resource, not a waste,
often hazardous, to be simply left on the ground.
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Gate 5 has a strong core management team that, working with advisors
and consultants has brought about a paradigm shift in two industries:
• Wastewater treatment – a complete solution entirely onsite
• Renewable energy – without fossil fuel
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HOW THE G5ES WORKS:
Sludge is conveyed from the WWT plant to the dryer where it is pulverized and dried. Water
vapor removed from the sludge is condensed into distilled water after it leaves the dryer.
This sterile powdered biofuel is sent to the burner/boiler where it is burned and steam is
produced for the drying process
Steam generated drives a turbine that generates renewable electricity that fully powers the
process and produces a surplus of renewable energy that can be marketed or used
The combusted air from the boiler is cleaned and discharged.
Solar collectors can be used to generate more steam for additional power production.

The Gate 5 team has produced a system that:
Destroys all living and non‐living hazardous and other organics present in the sludge
Recovers valuable energy, water, and ash‐by products offsetting all operating costs
All sludge is used ONSITE; there is no sludge HAULING or Ground Disposal.

The Gate 5 team has met all of its challenges and created a TRULY GREEN MACHINE.
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Above are figures showing power requirements and surplus power produced from waste
by the Gate 5 Energy System running on digested sludge dewatered to 25% and using
waste heat from a wastewater treatment plant’s combustion of its digester gas
G5ES FEATURES:
• Small Footprint (less than an acre)
• Sustainable on energy harvested from sludge or biosolids and scalable to the size of
the WWTP
• ANAEROBIC DIGESTION IS NOT A NECESSARY PRETREATMENT
o A configuration running on screened primary sludge and waste activated
sludge would produce more renewable power and therefore more energy
Additional saving to WWTPs from plant improvements made possible with the G5ES
include:
• Avoid or minimize need for anaerobic digesters
• Eliminates the need for digester heaters
• Eliminates the need for separate pollution control equipment for digester heaters,
CHP units and digester gas flair
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Many have tried to be the “next big thing” for sludge management, but no one has
developed a successful process around the customers’ needs and limitations.
SIMPLER ‐‐ dry – combust – use the heat
SCALABLE – less costly to build and operate than regional facilities
REMOVES CONTAMINANTS & Material ceases to be “biosolids” after combustion in G5ES
SUSTAINIABLE – runs without fossil fuel or grid electricity
MULTIPLE REVENUE SOURCES – Capex and op‐ex reduced by processing fees, electricity
sales, water sales, ash sales and, in the future, possibly renewable energy credits and
carbon offset revenue
ADAPTABLE TO MULTIPLE FEEDSTOCKS – primary sludge, WAS, digested sludge, fecal
material, animal manure, and food waste
…AND ALL EQUIPMENT IS WELL‐PROVEN
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NEXT STEP — Mobile Gate 5 Energy System to answer “how will it work?”
• Will be able to run 24/7 and process on the order of 8 ton per day of
sludge/waste.
• Will demonstrate how sludge/waste can be transformed into energy to run
the process
• 1/3 the cost of pipeline‐size plant and can be completed in a ½ the time
• A $3,000,000 mobile G5ES will demonstrate the transformation of sludge
into renewable energy and do so without using fossil fuel or grid power
The M‐G5ES can demonstrate how well our technology works on additional
natural waste materials (such as animal manure and food waste).
Can also be transported and operated across the country or around the world
as a demonstration and marketing tool
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University of California, Irvine ‐ 2012
California Energy Commission ‐ 2011
Heat Transfer Solutions, Inc ‐ 2012
Santa Margarita Water District ‐ 2014
South Coast Air Quality Management District – 2014
California EPA (Mitigated Negative Declaration Posted 02/2014
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board ‐ 2014
California Air resources Board ‐ 2014
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